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How do you use a Pulse Point Potion?
Pulse Point Potions (PPP’s) can be applied 
directly onto the skin at the various pulse 
points around the body.  
You only need to use a small amount to be 
e�ective. Just a small dab will do you!
The most e�ective points in aromatherapy 
practice are on or around the face - the 
temples, behind the ears, beneath the jaw line 
near the jugular vein on each side and in the 
hollow of the neck area. 

Pattern Interrupt Technique
This technique is particularly useful when 
dealing with stress and depression. It 
encourages the brain to switch from spiralling 
into a stressed state  to a calmer more 
peaceful mindset.  The use of the Pulse Point 
Potion reinforces the improved state of mind.

How to use the Pattern Interrupt Technique:
     1.  Apply pulse point potion to temples,     
          jawline and throat.
     2.  Close eyes
     3.  Take 3 long slow deep breaths in and out
     4.  While breathing let you mind go to a  
           special, relaxing place where everything      
           is calm and happy.
     5.  Open eyes and enjoy your relaxed state
     6.  Repeat this process as needed.
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